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The Argentine Teachers Union (Union Docentes Argentinos-UDA) announced October 16 that members will launch a strike Oct. 29 to demand higher salaries in "virtue of the catastrophic" situation experienced by public school teachers. In an announcement distributed in Buenos Aires, UDA stated that the organization plans to reinitiate on Oct. 30 a cycle of union assemblies "in repudiation of [the government's] educational and salary policy," and to discuss alternatives to said policy. A protest march planned for Oct. 31 will include teachers, school staff members, students and parents to demand a larger education budget and an immediate change in teacher salaries. The mobilization plans of the UDA constitute a part of a broader plan underway in the country's interior, including for example, Mendoza, San Luis, Salta and San Juan provinces. (Basic data from Argentine news agency, ADYN, 10/16/86)
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